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ADAS and autonomy infrastructures 
demand data, data, data and more

►Robustness – in all 
conditions

►Intelligence – in decision 
making

►Swiftness – in collecting 
and processing data



Many of the industry’s leading ADAS/AV 
solutions are exceedingly expensive

Reliability

Cost

Contributing to the 
growing profitability issue 
OEMs and Tier 1s face



No collaboration standards 
between different languages

►Boolean data – simple sensors

► JPEG - cameras

►Point Cloud - LIDAR

►SMAT - radar

And with multiple data sources in numerous 
languages, software integration is exceptionally 
complex



Cars contain a number of 
computing architectures and 
bus topologies   

Architectures
► Embedded

► Edge

► Cluster

► Centralized

Buses
► CAN
► Ethernet
► MIPI

And so on…
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Reverse Camera

Video Camera Lidar

5G

Ultrasonic

Radar

While incorporating 
several different 
types of technologies



Some more complex than others
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► Driving OEMs and Tier 1s to deal with 
filtering and low-level algo, instead of 
developing software over the rich data of 
4D imaging radar

Radar, while robust and 
reliable, is often sold as an 
RFIC only



If only radar technology were available as a 
unified-hardware software platform…



Meet Vayyar’s 4D 
imaging radar-on-chip

0-300m on a single chip
►High resolution imaging
►Exceptional performance
►Low cost 

Cross-traffic
alerts (FCTA
and RCTA)
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Simple software integration
►Both Boolean and Point Cloud
►Same software architecture for in-

cabin, ADAS, ARAS and autonomy
►Embedded, edge/cluster 

computing options



One chip, immense value

►Simplifies SW 
development

Fewer sensors for 
each application

►Shortens TTM

►Provides more 
value for less cost

►Reduces risk

►Aligns skillsets of 
teams



Vayyar connects the car 
from the inside and out

With the same software architecture
► In-cabin monitoring
►Driverless environments
►Robotaxis/public transport

►A single platform with rich data 
from both in-cabin and around-
vehicle for enhanced safety



Our solution is mature  
and available now

Tight collaboration with world’s 
largest silicon manufacturers

Certification

►AEC-Q100 qualified

►ASIL-B compliant

Hardware design readiness for HVM

►Full automotive grade reference design, 

chip and full PCBA/BOM

►High coverage factory testing

►Mechanical and thermal design
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So how does it work?



Available for ARAS too

Automatic 
emergency  

braking 
(AEB)

Lane Change  
Assist

Sensor
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Leading-edge safety for two and three-
wheelers  

►Blind Spot 

Detection

►Adaptive Cruise 

Control

►Front Collision 

Warning

►Lane Change 

Assist

►Rear Collision 

Warning

►Substantial range: up to 140 meters with 

a single RFIC

►High Range Resolution: 4-7cm in 

demanding conditions 

►Ultra-wide FoV with Zero Dead Spots: 

customized antenna for up to 170° on 

azimuth and elevation 

►Built in signal processing

►Small form factor: enabling PCB designs 

as small as 75x65mm (fits 2-3 wheelers)

►Automotive grade: AEC-Q100 qualified; 

ASIL-B H1’2022



Conclusions
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Autonomy and ADAS 
infrastructures demand 

reliable, robust, cost-efficient 
technology

Different languages and 
technologies increase 

the complexity and cost 
of autonomy

A unified software-hardware 
platform, such as Vayyar’s 
4D imaging radar, is key in 

maintaining cost-efficiency 
in vehicle autonomy



Thanks for watching  

Here's how you
can reach us:
Email: Ian.podkamien@vayyar.com

Or visit: vayyar.com/auto 

We look forward
to hearing from you.
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